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End User License Agreement

1.1

1

LICENSE

By receiving, opening the file package, and/or using PeerLab v3.43 ( Software“) con”
taining this software, you agree that this End User User License Agreement(EULA) is a
legally binding and valid contract and agree to be bound by it. You agree to abide by
the intellectual property laws and all of the terms and conditions of this Agreement.
Unless you have a different license agreement signed by Kuiper Forensics your use of
PeerLab v3.43 indicates your acceptance of this license agreement and warranty.
Subject to the terms of this Agreement, Kuiper Forensics grants to you a limited, nonexclusive, non-transferable license, without right to sub-license, to use PeerLab v3.43 in
accordance with this Agreement and any other written agreement with Kuiper Forensics.
Kuiper Forensics does not transfer the title of PeerLab v3.43 to you; the license granted to
you is not a sale. This agreement is a binding legal agreement between Kuiper Forensics
and the purchasers or users of PeerLab v3.43 .
If you do not agree to be bound by this agreement, remove PeerLab v3.43 from your
computer now and, if applicable, promptly return to Kuiper Forensics by mail any copies
of PeerLab v3.43 and related documentation and packaging in your possession.

1.2

DISTRIBUTION

PeerLab v3.43 and the license herein granted shall not be copied, shared, distributed,
re-sold, offered for re-sale, transferred or sub-licensed in whole or in part except that you
may make one copy for archive purposes only. For information about redistribution of
PeerLab v3.43 contact Kuiper Forensics.
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1.3
1.3.1

2

USER AGREEMENT
Use

Your license to use PeerLab v3.43 is limited to the number of licenses purchased by you.
You shall not allow others to use, copy or evaluate copies of PeerLab v3.43 .

1.3.2

Use Restrictions

You shall use PeerLab v3.43 in compliance with all applicable laws and not for any unlawful purpose. Without limiting the foregoing, use, display or distribution of PeerLab
v3.43 together with material that is pornographic, racist, vulgar, obscene, defamatory,
libelous, abusive, promoting hatred, discriminating or displaying prejudice based on religion, ethnic heritage, race, sexual orientation or age is strictly prohibited.
Each licensed copy of PeerLab v3.43 may be used on one single computer location by
one user. Use of PeerLab v3.43 means that you have loaded, installed, or run PeerLab
v3.43 on a computer or similar device. If you install PeerLab v3.43 onto a multi-user
platform, server or network, each and every individual user of PeerLab v3.43 must be
licensed separately.
You may make one copy of PeerLab v3.43 for backup purposes, providing you only have
one copy installed on one computer being used by one person. Other users may not use
your copy of PeerLab v3.43 . The assignment, sublicense, networking, sale, or distribution of copies of PeerLab v3.43 are strictly forbidden without the prior written consent of
Kuiper Forensics. It is a violation of this agreement to assign, sell, share, loan, rent, lease,
borrow, network or transfer the use of PeerLab v3.43 . If any person other than yourself
uses PeerLab v3.43 registered in your name, regardless of whether it is at the same time
or different times, then this agreement is being violated and you are responsible for that
violation!

1.3.3

Copyright Restriction

This Software contains copyrighted material, trade secrets and other proprietary material. You shall not, and shall not attempt to, modify, reverse engineer, disassemble or
decompile PeerLab v3.43 . Nor can you create any derivative works or other works that
are based upon or derived from PeerLab v3.43 in whole or in part.
Kuiper Forensics’ name, logo and graphics file that represents PeerLab v3.43 shall not be
used in any way to promote products developed with PeerLab v3.43 . Kuiper Forensics
retains sole and exclusive ownership of all right, title and interest in and to PeerLab v3.43
and all Intellectual Property rights relating thereto.
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Copyright law and international copyright treaty provisions protect all parts of PeerLab v3.43 , products and services. No program, code, part, image, audio sample, or text
may be copied or used in any way by the user except as intended within the bounds of the
single user program. All rights not expressly granted hereunder are reserved for Kuiper
Forensics.

1.3.4

Limitation of Responsibility

You will indemnify, hold harmless, and defend Kuiper Forensics, its employees, agents
and distributors against any and all claims, proceedings, demand and costs resulting from
or in any way connected with your use of Kuiper Forensics’ Software.
In no event (including, without limitation, in the event of negligence) will Kuiper Forensics, its employees, agents or distributors be liable for any consequential, incidental, indirect, special or punitive damages whatsoever (including, without limitation, damages for
loss of profits, loss of use, business interruption, loss of information or data, or pecuniary
loss), in connection with or arising out of or related to this Agreement, PeerLab v3.43
or the use or inability to use PeerLab v3.43 or the furnishing, performance or use of any
other matters hereunder whether based upon contract, tort or any other theory including
negligence.
Kuiper Forensics’ entire liability, without exception, is limited to the customers’ reimbursement of the purchase price of the Software (maximum being the lesser of the amount
paid by you and the suggested retail price as listed by Kuiper Forensics) in exchange for
the return of the product, all copies, registration papers and manuals, and all materials
that constitute a transfer of license from the customer back to Kuiper Forensics.

1.3.5

Warranties

Except as expressly stated in writing, Kuiper Forensics makes no representation or warranties in respect of this Software and expressly excludes all other warranties, expressed
or implied, oral or written, including, without limitation, any implied warranties of merchantable quality or fitness for a particular purpose.

1.3.6

Governing Law

This Agreement shall be governed by the law of Germany applicable therein. You hereby
irrevocably attorn and submit to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of Germany
therefrom. If any provision shall be considered unlawful, void or otherwise unenforceable,
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then that provision shall be deemed severable from this License and not affect the validity
and enforceability of any other provisions.

1.3.7

Termination

Any failure to comply with the terms and conditions of this Agreement will result in
automatic and immediate termination of this license. Upon termination of this license
granted herein for any reason, you agree to immediately cease use of PeerLab v3.43
and destroy all copies of PeerLab v3.43 supplied under this Agreement. The financial
obligations incurred by you shall survive the expiration or termination of this license.

1.4

DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY

THIS SOFTWARE AND THE ACCOMPANYING FILES ARE SOLD AS IS“ AND
”
WITHOUT WARRANTIES AS TO PERFORMANCE OR MERCHANTABILITY OR
ANY OTHER WARRANTIES WHETHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED. THIS DISCLAIMER CONCERNS ALL FILES GENERATED AND EDITED BY PEERLAB
v3.43 AS WELL.

Requirements

2.1

2

Hardware-Requirements

PeerLab runs best on a computer with at least:
 1 USB-port (PeerLab-dongle)
 a few GB of RAM
 a few GB of free space on a writable media

2.2

Software-Requirements

PeerLab requires at least Windows 7 (x64) but Windows 10 (x64) is advisable. Windows
XP and x86-versions are not supported anymore.
If you wish to scan images (e01, dd) you will have to install ImDisk. This can be done
from the config-menu. After installing ImDisk for the first time you are required to restart
PeerLab.

Setting Up PeerLab

3.1

Hardware-Installation

The PeerLab-dongle is recognized by Windows
as a human interface device“ just like a mouse
”
or a keyboard. After plugging in the dongle the drivers are installed automatically (→
Fig. 3.1) and is ready to use after a couple
of seconds. Until present there are no problems known concerning the installation of the
PeerLab-dongle.

3.2

3

Figure 3.1: Dongle driver-installation

Software-Installation

After starting the setup-program from CD or locally you will be guided through the
installation-process. If you are installing an update of PeerLab the old executable-file
will be replaced by a new one. All settings stored in the configuration-file PeerLab.ini
will remain untouched. However, if you are updating from a version prior to PeerLab
v2.00 the old case-files can not be re-used anymore.

Chapter 3: Setting Up PeerLab
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Setting Up PeerLab (1st Use)

After starting PeerLab
the first time the enduser license agreement
(EULA) is displayed.
The next dialog that appears can be seen in
Fig. 3.2. In most cases
the suggested settings
should be adequate. All
settings displayed here
can be changed easily at
a later time by using the
configuration-dialog.
The language of the
user-interface is set to
English by default. This
Figure 3.2: PeerLab - Configuration
can be changed to German by clicking on the
flag-icons.
You can also configure how PeerLab reacts when the application-cross was clicked: exit or
minimize to tray. If you check the checkbox below then you won’t be prompted anymore.

Chapter 3: Setting Up PeerLab
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PeerLab uses 2 directories to store generated
reports and the casefiles which hold the scanresults, including copies
of the detected databases,
and case-settings. The
selected directories can
be seen in Fig.
3.3.
If you decide to use
the suggested directories and they don’t exist PeerLab will ask
whether to create them
after saving changes.
Figure 3.3: PeerLab - Configuration
If you wish to use an own
logo in generated reports
you will have to select an
image using the [...]-button. The generated report is in html-format and will be displayed
with the default-browser of the system are running PeerLab. Due to this only imageformats supported by the system’s browser are allowed e.g. jpg, gif, bmp, png.
If you select the option ’folders on same drive as PeerLab’ all files will be stored on
the same drive as PeerLab. For example, if PeerLab was started from E: then all files
will be stored on E:. This is handy if you start PeerLab from a USB-drive.
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If you want to scan diskimages (.e01 and .dd)
using PeerLab you will
have to install the virtual disk-driver ImDisk.
This can be done easily by clicking the ’Install
ImDisk’-button.
Please note, that the
first time you scan an
image the windows firewall may ask if a connection is allowed. This
is because the clientprogram wants to connect to the server (both
Figure 3.4: PeerLab - Configuration
local). The first time
you scan an image it may
take up to a minute until
the scanning starts.
As the images are mounted PeerLab could run into not accessible directories when scanning NTFS-partitions. In most cases this is just the default-directory ’System Volume
Information’. With the option shown in the screenshot you can suppress messages saying
that such a directory could not be accessed.

Chapter 3: Setting Up PeerLab
PeerLab is able to extract hash-values from
some databases (eMule,
LimeWire etc.).
If
you want to check these
hash-values against an
own hashset stored in a
text-file you can define
the locations here. If
no hashset is defined you
will be asked at a later
time.
The hashsets must be
sorted textfiles with 1
hash-value on every line.
Figure 3.5: PeerLab - Configuration
If you select the option
’folders on same drive
as PeerLab’ PeerLab will
search for the hashsets on the same drive as PeerLab.

10
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The name of the investigator and his organisation + address can be set
and will be used for created cases and also for
generated reports.

Figure 3.6: PeerLab - Configuration
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You can choose whether
to use a logo in generated reports and also
add a self-defined text.
This could be the name
of the organisation you
work for.

Figure 3.7: PeerLab - Configuration
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PeerLab searches for updates on startup.
If
there is an update available a message will be
displayed.
You can
switch off this option by
unchecking the ’search
for PeerLab-updates on
startup’-option.

Figure 3.8: PeerLab - Configuration
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You can define sounds
that should be played
on errors or as notification.
By default
Windows system-sounds
are selected but any
.wav-file can be chosen.

Figure 3.9: PeerLab - Configuration

The Userinterface Explained

4

After starting PeerLab you will
see the main application-window
as shown in Fig. 4.1.
The main window is divided in 2
parts: the upper part (Fig. 4.1
- 1) where you can change settings, create cases, initiate examinations,... and the lower part
(Fig. 4.1 - 2) where the results from the scanner are displayed.
After setting up the case-data the
scanning-process can be started
using the ’start examination’button (→ Fig. 4.1 - 3). If
the ’Deep Scan’-option (Fig. 4.1
- 4) below the scan-button is
checked additionally to all known
filenames of P2P-applications,
WebDisks and Usenet-Client all
known file-extensions1 are also
processed.
An MD5 hash-value is calculated
Figure 4.1: PeerLab Main-Window
for every file matching these criteria and compared with the internal database. If there is only a filename but no MD5-match the result will be displayed
with an added ’(?)’ showing that the found application could not be verified with the
internal database. With the deep-scan option it is possible to find any of the at present
4517 applications PeerLab2 has stored in its internal database no matter which filename
1
2

e.g. *.exe, *.dll, *.sys, *.jar
at present v1.12
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it has. Naturally the scanning-process will take quite a lot longer as more hash-values
have to be calculated.

4.1

The ’Cases and Reports’-Tab

After starting PeerLab
the first time you will
have to create a new
case or open an existing
one by pushing the appropriate buttons. The
grayed out buttons ’close
case’ and ’generate report’ will then be activated.
When creating a new
Figure 4.2: The ’Cases and Reports’-Tab
case you will have to enter case-specific data. This will be explained in the following section. When opening a
case (→ Fig. 4.2 - 2) and there is another opened case the old case will be saved and closed.
When closing a case (→ Fig. 4.2 - 3) the case-data will be saved to the case-file.
If you want to generate a report of the found results you have to push the ’generate
report’-button. A new dialog appears where you can change the looks of the resulting
report. This is explained in chapter 4.1.3.

Chapter 4: The Userinterface Explained
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The Create Case“-Window
”

In order to use the scanner a case has to be
created. After pushing
the ’create case’-button
the dialog shown in Fig.
4.3 is displayed. Here
you will have to enter a
case-name (→ Fig. 4.3
- 1). This name will
also be taken as filename. Therefore only
characters which may be
used in valid filenames
are allowed.
The default directory for
case-files will be selected
as storage-path. You can
Figure 4.3: The ’Create Case’-Dialog
change the path by using
the [...]-button (→ Fig. 4.3 - 2).
The investigator and organisation + address (→ Fig. 4.3 - 4) will be taken from the
PeerLab-settings.
Besides the Case-file an SQLite3-database with the same name will be created (with
an added .db-extension). All found and examinable databases will be written to that
database. Therefore the evidence-file or live-system is not needed anymore after scanning
was done once.
You can also add comments to the case (→ Fig. 4.3 - 4) which will be displayed in
generated reports.

4.1.2

Properties

When using the ’Properties’-button a dialog appears with which you can change some
attributes of the current case like. As this mostly the same as the ’create case’-dialog this
does not require and further explanation.

Chapter 4: The Userinterface Explained
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The Generate Report“-Window
”

When generating a report the case-name will
be chosen as title (→
Fig. 4.4 - 1) and as
filename (→ Fig. 4.4
- 5) adding an htmlextension.
The title will be displayed
in the generated htmlreport.
The comments will be
taken from the case-file
(if available) but can also
be added to the generFigure 4.4: Generate Report
ated report in Fig. 4.4
- 2. If the comments are changed in the report-generator they will not be written to
the case-file. If you wish to change the case-comments globally you will have to edit the
comments using the case-properties dialog.
You can also add a logo, the examiner’s name (taken from the case-file), organisation
+ address (taken from the case-file) and comments (as shown in Fig. 4.4 - 2) by checking
the options in Fig. 4.4 - 3.
The above options describe the header of the generated report. The to be displayed
results can be defined in Fig. 4.4 - 4. The first option ’Add applications found in the
PeerLab-DB’ only displays applications that were hash-value verified with the internal
database. The option ’Add possible applications’ add all applications that were found but
could not be verified with the internal database as it’s either a false-positive, an unknown
version or variant. The option ’Add miscellaneous files’ adds all found database-files,
ini-files etc.. You may want to disable this option when there are for instance a couple of
hundred found entries how it can easily happen when you found ’Google Hello’ chatlogand filmstrip-files (every chat-instance is 1 file, every file-transfer during a chat adds a
.filmstrip-file).
The report is generated using the ’generate report’-button (→ Fig. 4.4 - 6). After
writing the html-report you will be prompted whether you wish to open the report in the
default-browser.

Chapter 4: The Userinterface Explained
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The ’Sources’-Tab

After creating a new
case-file you will have to
select the sources where
PeerLab shall search for
applications and miscellaneous files. As can
be seen in Fig. 4.11
(1 through 6) there are
quite a few possibilities
which nearly make a 1click examination possible.

Figure 4.5: The ’Sources’-Tab

If you select ’All Local Drives’ (Fig. 4.11 - 1) automatically all drives on the computer
PeerLab is currently running are selected. These include all local harddisk-partitions
which appear in Windows as a drive-letter. This does not include network-drives.
’All Optical Drives’ (Fig. 4.11 - 2) includes all optical drives no matter whether a media
is inserted or not. If there is e.g. no CD inserted the scanner will just skip that drive
during the scanning-process.
’All Removable Media’ (Fig. 4.11 - 3) adds all drives which are connected via USB
like an external hard-disk drive or a USB-stick.
’Selected Folder’ (Fig. 4.11 - 4) this option is quite useful when you want to perform a
quick-scan. For instance the ’Documents and Settings’-folder and ’Program Files’ folder
can be added. This saves some time when evaluating many computers during a search.
’Selected Drive’ (Fig. 4.11 - 5) includes all drive-letters as they appear in the WindowsOS. Basically the user can choose between drive-letters from the options 1 through 3 in
Fig. 4.11 + possibly available network-drives.
With ’Image-File (dd, e01)’ (Fig. 4.11 - 6) you can choose to scan an image-file. The
partitions are mounted one after another and unmounted again. Therefore only 1 free
drive-letter is needed. The virtual disk-driver ImDisk is required to be able to scan images. If ImDisk is not installed the button is disabled. You can install the driver from
the config-menu or download it from the internet.
All selections can be discarded by clicking the rubbish bin (Fig. 4.11 - 7).

Chapter 4: The Userinterface Explained

4.3

The Database-Examination“-Tab
”

This tab contains of 3
different buttons. Here
you can initiate the evaluation of supported P2P, IM- or WebDisksdatabases.
You will
then be guided through
the process with the
investigation-wizard. The
wizard will be explained
in the following section.

4.3.1
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Figure 4.6: The ’Database-Examination’-Tab

The Wizards

When the first page
of one of the PeerLabwizards is displayed you
will have to select the
application-database you
would like to examine.
This is done
by clicking the appropriate radio-button (→
Fig.
4.7 - 1).
You
proceed to the next
page with the button
shown in Fig.
4.7 2.

Figure 4.7: Wizard - Page 1

Depending on your selection on the first wizard-page the next shown page will differ.
In this case ’eMule’ was chosen on the first page and therefore the user will be prompted
for the locations of the database-file as can be seen in Fig. 4.8.

Chapter 4: The Userinterface Explained
If there are databasefiles available in the casedatabase you can select
them using a pulldownmenu (→ Fig. 4.8 - 1).
The original evidencefile or live-system is not
needed anymore.
Otherwise this option
will be disabled and
you will have to select a database-file manually by either using
the ’...’-button or dragging a file into the dialog (→ Fig.
4.9 1).

Figure 4.8: Wizard - Page 2 (DB from case-file)

In both cases you proceed with the investigation by pushing the
’examine!’-button (→ Fig.
4.8 - 2).

Figure 4.9: Wizard - Page 2 (selected DB)
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The ’PeerLab’-Tab

The ’PeerLab’-tab gives
you information about
PeerLab itself and access to the configurationdialog to change PeerLab’s global settings.
The settings-dialog that
can be triggered with the
’settings’-button is the
same as the dialog disFigure 4.10: The ’PeerLab’-Tab
played at PeerLab’s 1st
usage (→ chapter 3.2.1)
and will not be described again. The ’About PeerLab’-button is described in the following
section. The date of the database as well as the amount of applications in the database
is displayed in Fig. 4.10 - 3. The contents (→ Fig. 4.10 - 4) display the names of all
applications. A list of these applications can be found in chapter 7.4.

4.4.1

About PeerLab

The ’about PeerLab’-dialog displays the
license-information as it’s stored in the
dongle.
You will need the displayed
dongle-id to download updates from
www.kuiper.de.
If you wish to extend your 1-year license
you can copy the license-date to clipboard
by pushing the button ’COPY LICENSEDATA TO CLIPBOARD’.
If searching for updates was disabled in
the settings-dialog you can search for updates manually by pushing the button
UPDATE-CHECK (Internet)“.
”
Figure 4.11: ’About PeerLab’
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The Applications“-Tab
”

The applications-tab is
one of the results-tabs of
the PeerLab-scanner.
Here the found applications with some attributes of the applications are displayed. All
theses attributes are also
stored in the case-file
when exiting PeerLab or
closing the case.
Figure 4.12: The ’Applications’-Tab
These are as follows:
1. Index
2. Name of Application
3. Category
4. Filename
5. Path
6. Version
7. Filesize
8. MD5 Checksum
1. Index-number of found items.
2. Name of the application
3. Category of the found application. This would be: Filesharing (P2P), WebDisks,
Usenet-Clients.
4. Filename of the application as it’s stored on the suspects computer.
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5. Storage-path of the application as to be found on the suspect’s computer.
6. Program-version of the found application.
7. Calculated MD5-checksum.
If the application could not be found in the internal database meaning, that it could
not be verified with the calculated hash-value, then an ’(?)’ is displayed after the items 2
and 3. This could also include false-positives - an application has the same name by coincidence. PeerLab also uses a collected list of false-positives (100+ known false-positives
at present) and filters them.

4.6

The Databases, Log-Files, Inifiles“-Tab
”

The found ’Databases
...’-tab displays found
files which belong to
P2P-applications, WebDisks or Usenet-Clients.
There can be databasefiles which store information about shared or
even distributed files on
the suspect’s computer.
The storage-location of
theses files is quite often not the same as it
Figure 4.13: The ’Databases, Ini-Files ...’-Tab
is for the applications itself. Whilst the application is mostly to be found in the ’Program Files’-folder many
of the miscellaneous-files are stored in the ’Documents and Settings’- or ’User’-folder,
depending on the version of the used Windows OS.
All theses attributes are also stored in the case-file when exiting PeerLab or closing
the case.
PeerLab displays and stores the following information:
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1. Index
2. Name of Application
3. Filename
4. Path
5. Filesize
6. Supported?
7. MD5 Checksum
1. Index-number of found items.
2. Name of the application the file belongs to. For Torrent-files this would be a generic
name ’Bittorrent’ although the classic bittorrent-application might not be installed but
another client.
3. Filename of the found file as it’s stored on the suspects computer.
4. Storage-path of the found file as to be found on the suspect’s computer.
5. File-size of the found file.
6. This might be the most important column. Here PeerLab displays whether this
type of file is supported by the database-wizard for further investigation. If a ’YES’ is
displayed then PeerLab can handle this file and information can be extracted from it.
Otherwise the information has the be retrieved the classical way by starting up the suspect’s computer and manually taking screenshots.
7. Calculated MD5-checksum of the found file.
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The Messages“-Tab
”

The messages-window displays information about
files or directories which
could not be accessed
(→ Fig.
4.14 - 1).
This can be because an
activated virus-scanner
blocks a file or a file that
is currently in use.
If you wish to remove
the messages you can do
this by clicking the ’reset
messages’-button (→ Fig. 4.14 - 2).

Figure 4.14: The ’Messages’-Tab

Example: Scanning with
PeerLab

5

In order to use the scanner a case has to be created by using the Create Case“-button.
”

Chapter 5: Example: Scanning with PeerLab
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You can now enter case-specific information which will also be used in generated reports.
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The next step is to tell PeerLab where to search for applications. In this example the
Program Files“-folder was chosen.
”
If Deep Scan“ is selected an MD5-hash is calculated for all known extensions of P2P”
programs (e.g. *.exe, *.jar, *.dll, ...) and compared with the internal database.
After pushing the start examination“-button the scanning-process starts.
”
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During the scanning-process the currently processed directory is displayed below the
results-window.
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After scanning is completed an overview of found applications is given as shown below.
In this example 4 P2P-applications, 1 usenet-client (both database-verified) were found.
Additionally a P2P-application was found which matches predefined search-criteria but
has no entry in the database as it is either unknown or a new version.
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The results are shown in the results-window. In this example the original filename of
Shareaza was Email-Client.exe“ because of the deep-scan option the exe-file was scanned,
”
an MD5 hash-value compared with the internal database and a match was found.
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The results are stored in the case-file. A report can be generated easily with the generate
”
report“-button. An example-report would like as follows:

Example: Investigating with
PeerLab

6

In order to investigate a database you only have to push the Investigation-Wizard“”
button on the database-examination“-tab.
”
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The next step is to select the application you would like to investigate. In this example
eMule was chosen.
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Emule’s known.met stores a lot of information about transfered files. Locate the known.met
with the file-chooser or pull it into the dialog-box (drag and drop) and push the examine“”
button.
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The results are displayed instantly giving you the information displayed below (comment:
the filenames and hashvalues where pixelated). The data-transfered“ column gives you
”
the amount of data which was uploaded for that specific file, the distribution shows how
much of a file was uploaded.
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To see if files are present in a hashset-database just click the hashset-matching“-button.
”
All entries found in a selected hashset will be marked in light red as shown below:
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It is possible to exclude certain rows (only uploaded entries, only entries in hashset) and
columns (name, hash-value, ...). The displayed selection can be exported to a CSV-file
which then can be processed with OpenOffice Calc“ or Microsoft Excel“.
”
”
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P2P-Evaluation Explained: eMule

When evaluating a known.met database-file the following columns are displayed:
1. Index
2. Filename
3. Filesize (BYTE)
4. Hashvalue (ed2k)
5. Last written (UTC)
6. Last Posted (KAD)
7. Last Shared (UTC)
8. Requests
9. Accepted Requests
10. Data Transfered (BYTE)
11. Distribution (%)
12. Hashset-Match
1. The index is not stored in the known.met-file and is added just for convenience-purposes
2. If there is a Unicode-filename stored in the known.met this is chosen and displayed in
the column.
3. The file-size in byte was chosen to make further processing easier. This also avoids
files with a size of just a couple of bytes being displayed e.g. as: 0.00 MB.
4. The known.met stores hash-values in the ed2k-format. There is no way to con”
vert“ a hash value. You will need to re-create your database in ed2k-format in order to
compare hash-values.
5. The date the file was last written is stored in Universal Time Coordinated“. This
”
date shows when the download was completed (last package was written). If the exact
time when a file was downloaded is important this column might be of high importance.
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6. The KAD (Kademila)-network is a decentralized network where only information
about shared files are posted. The data-transfer is then established using the ed2knetwork. The Last Posted“ shows when the files was last posted. The date-format is in
”
UTC.
7. The column Last Shared (UTC)“ displays the date the file was last shared. The
”
format is in UTC.
8. The column requests“ shows how many times an individual file was requested from
”
the suspect.
9. The column accepted requests“ shows how many requests of an individual file were
”
accepted.
10. The data transfered column shows how many bytes of a file where uploaded.
11. The distribution in % is a calculated value in reference to the original filesize. If
a 10 MB-file produced 20 MB of upload-traffic then the distribution is 200%. In this
example this does not necessarily mean, that 2 people received the complete file. As
eMule transfers in chunks there could be a lot more people involved.
12. After applying a hash-set match this column displays whether the file with the
checked ed2k hash-value was present in the selected ed2k-hashset1 .
As of PeerLab v2.05 the KAD sharing-time was removed as it could lead to false interpretations.

1

The selected hashset must only contain hash-values in ed2k-format. The text-file containing the
hash-values must be sorted ascending.
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P2P-Evaluation Explained: LimeWire

At present there is 1 variant of the library.dat and 3 variants of the library5.dat, depending on the version of LimeWire.
When evaluating a library.dat or library5.dat with its accompanying fileurns.cache the
following columns are displayed:
1. Index
2. Path and Filename
3. Last Written“-Date (GMT)
”
4. Sharing-Status
5. Hash-Value (SHA1)
6. Hash-Set Match
1. The index is not stored in the library.dat- or library5.dat-file and is added just for
convenience-purposes
2. This column displays the filename and path like it’s stored in the library-file.
3. The date the file was last written is stored in Greenwich Mean Time“.
”
4. This column displays the sharing-status of the file which is extracted from the
fileurns.cache-file. This can be either be privately shared“, publicly shared“, not shared“
”
”
”
or unknown“. Privately shared“ means that it is shared among friends and only avail”
”
able in newer versions of LimeWire. Publicly shared“ is what one commonly understands
”
as sharing, in other words: available to all who access the same network. Not shared“
”
means the file is not available for downloading to anyone and the unknown“-status is
”
displayed when no status could be determined.
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5. PeerLab extracts the SHA1-values from the fileurns.cache-file. In newer versions of
LimeWire the SHA1-values seem to be stored in the library5.dat-file as well. At present
this is not crosschecked with the hash-values from the fileurns.cache-file.
6. This column displays as values either YES“ or NO“ depending on if the hash-value
”
”
matches a hash-value in a selected hashset 2 .

2

The selected hashset must only contain hash-values in SHA1-format. The text-file containing the
hash-values must be sorted ascending.
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P2P-Evaluation Explained: Google Hello

The Google Hello“-evaluation is a little different than other evaluations. The chatlog”
files store the text which was spoken“ during a chat, along with a time-stamp and the
”
amount of pictures sent during the picture-transfers. The .filmstrip-files store a lot of information about the transfered pictures. Here only the meta-information extracted from
the .filmstrip-files are explained, in other words if a single filmstrip-file is selected and
evaluated. If a .chatlog-file is chosen, a .html-file with the images stored in the accompanying .filmstrip-file embedded is generated. Same applies to the evaluation of a whole
chatlog-directory. PeerLab goes through it recursively creating html-files with embedded
(as link) thumbnails.
When evaluating a .filmstrip-file the following columns are displayed:
1. Index
2. Sender
3. Receiver
4. Filename
5. Filesize
6. Resolution
7. File Modtime
8. Hashvalue
9. Image-ID
1. The index is not stored in .filmstrip-file and is added just for convenience-purposes
2. The sender“-column stores the Google Hello“-ID of the participant who sent the
”
”
specific image. In order to find out which ID the local user has you will have to locate
the Google Hello“-folder where the chats are stored. On Windows XP this is e.g.:
”
C:\Documents and Setting\NAME\Local Settings\Application Data\Google\Hello\...
... db\123456
Here the ID would be 123456“. Some information about the chat-partner is stored
”
in this folder in a file called friends.xml“ which could have an entry as follows:
”
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<friend uid= 654321“ handle= nickname1“ email= mail@domain.org“ state= friend“ />
”
”
”
”
The friend uid is the Google Hello“-ID of a person who used nickname1“ as his nick”
”
name. The state friend“ means that a friend-request was accepted by the opposite user,
”
in this case the local user. Files could only be transfered when a user had the state
friend“. With the ID from the filmstrip it is possible to retrieve an email-address from
”
the friends.xml-file, if one is stored in the file. In case of the email-address still being in
use it would be possible to contact the email-provider to get the last IP-address of the
user’s log-on with which the internet services provider can be contacted. This shows that
it does not matter whether the Google Hello“ service is not in use anymore. It is still
”
possible to get hold of suspects distributing illegal pictures.
3. The Google Hello“-ID of the user that received the picture
”
4. Filename of the original picture
5. Filesize of the original picture. The .filmstrip-file only stores thumbnails in a low
resolution. The meta-information stored in the .filmstrip-file gives the original size.
6. Resolution of the transfered pictures.
7. Date of the transfered pictures.
8. According to Google Hello“ this is an MD5 hash-value. However, the hash-values
”
were not always stored correctly so some of them can be 1, 2 or even more characters too
short making a hashset-match for these specific pictures not possible.
9. Image-id as stored in the .filmstrip-file. This does not represent the order in which the
pictures was sent.
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P2P-Evaluation Explained: Kazaa

When evaluating a Kazaa-database files (data256.dbb or data1024.dbb) the following
columns are displayed:
1. Index
2. Filename
3. Filesize (BYTE)
4. Last Modified
5. Last Shared
6. Sharing-Status
1. The index is not stored in Kazaa database-files and is added just for conveniencepurposes
2. The filename is stored in the database-files without a pathname.
3. The file-size in byte was chosen to make further processing easier. This also avoids
files with a size of just a couple of bytes being displayed e.g. as: 0.00 MB.
4. The ’last modified’-date represents the date when the file was last written.
5. The ’last shared’-date displays the date when a file was explicitly shared. Files shared
by default or which were never shared have the Unix default-date 01.01.1970.
6. The sharing-status shows whether a file was available for downloading to other users
of the Kazaa-network.
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P2P-Evaluation Explained: Bittorrent

When evaluating Torrent-files (*.torrent) the following, internally stored, information is
displayed:
1. Filename
2. Name of Torrent
3. Tracker
4. Announce-List
5. Comment
6. Creation-Date (UTC)
7. Created by
8. Amount of Pieces
9. Piece-Size
1. Filename of the torrent-file.
2. Name of the torrent. Quite often this is the same as the filename. This is a chosen name while creating the torrent-file.
3. This shows the first tracker to be contacted while downloading with a torrent-file.
4. The announce-list
5. A comment added by the creator of the torrent-file.
6. The date when the torrent was created in UTC.
7. Name of the creator. Quite often it my contain the name of the application that
was used to create the torrent-file.
8. The amount of pieces the files to be downloaded with the torrent-file are divided
in.
9. The default-size of each individual piece.
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The following columns display information about the files that are intended to be downloading using the torrent-file:
1. Index
2. Filename
3. Filesize (BYTE)
1. The index is not stored in torrent-files and is added just for convenience-purposes
2. Filename of the included files. May contain path-information too.
3. The file-size in bytes for each individual file.
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P2P-Evaluation Explained: Shareaza

When evaluating Shareaza library-databases (library1.dat or library2.dat) the following,
internally stored, information is displayed:
1. Index
2. Shareaza File-ID
3. in Library?
4. Filename
5. Filesize
6. ’Last Modified’-Date (UTC)
7. Metadata-Date (UTC)
8. Hits
9. Uploads
10. SHA1-Hashvalue
11. MD5-Hashvalue
12. ed2k-Hashvalue
1. The index is not stored in Shareaza database-files and is added just for conveniencepurposes
2. The Shareaza File-ID is an internal ID stored by Shareaza to refence the files.
3. ’in Library?’ denotes whether the file is still available in the Shareaza-library. If
a file was downloaded and removed with Shareza some file-information still remains in
the library1.dat or library2.dat.
4. Filename without pathname.
5. Filesize in bytes.
6. Date of the file (UTC) when it was last modified (download completed).
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7. Date of the metadata (UTC) created by Shareaza. Usually this is approx. a few
seconds after the completed download.
8. Amount of hits for a certain file. Note: 1 hits is a request to a part of file, with
very small files the complete file.
9. Just like 8. where this denotes the amount of uploaded parts of a file.
10. Stored SHA1-Hashvalue of a file. If a file is not in the Shareaza-library there is
also no hashvalue available.
11. Stored MD5-Hashvalue of a file. If a file is not in the Shareaza-library there is
also no hashvalue available.
12. Stored ed2k-Hashvalue of a file. If a file is not in the Shareaza-library there is
also no hashvalue available.
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IM-Evaluation Explained: ICQ

When evaluating ICQ history-databases (messages.mdb or messages.qdb - depending on
the version of ICQ used) the following information is displayed:
1. Index
2. Sender
3. Type
4. Date (UTC)
5. Message
1. The index is not stored in ICQ database-files and is added just for convenience-purposes
2. The sender-column displays the ICQ-number of the user who sent the message. The
owner of the database is referred to as [local user].
3. When chatting with ICQ the type is ’Text’, it could also be an invitation to a videoconference, an authorisation-request etc.
4. The date when the message was received/sent in UTC.
5. The message-text (if available).
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IM-Evaluation Explained: Gadu-Gadu

PeerLab supports 2 different types of Gadu-Gadu databases: archive.db and archives.dat.
When evaluating an archive.db the following information is displayed:
1. Index
2. Sender
3. Date (UTC)
4. Message
1. The index is not stored in Archive.db-files and is added just for convenience-purposes
2. The sender-column displays the GaduGadu-number of the user who sent the message. The owner of the database is referred to as [local user].
3. The date when the message was received/sent in UTC.
4. The message-text.

When evaluating an archives.dat-file the following information is displayed:
1. Index
2. Sender
3. Date (UTC)
4. Message
5. Message-Type
6. Message-Status
1. The index is not stored in archives.dat-files and is added just for convenience-purposes
2. The sender-column displays the GaduGadu-number of the user who sent the message. The owner of the database is referred to as [local user].
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3. The date when the message was received/sent in UTC.
4. The message-text.
5. Message-type can be ’IM-Text’ (instant messaging message) or ’SMS’ (message sent
to a mobile-phone).
6. Message-status can be ’deleted’ or ’existing’.
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IM-Evaluation Explained: Skype

When evaluating Skype databases (main.db) the following information is displayed:
1. Index
2. Sender (Skypename)
3. Sender (Display-Name)
4. Date (GMT)
5. Message
1. The index is not stored in main.db-files and is added just for convenience-purposes
2. The skypename of the sender is a unique name chosen during registration.
3. The displayname is a nickname which can be changed or can even be empty.
4. The date when the message was received/sent in GMT.
5. The message-text.
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IM-Evaluation Explained: GigaTribe

When evaluating GigaTribe chat-histories (chathistory*.dat) the following, internally
stored, information is displayed:
1. Index
2. Date (UTC)
3. Nickname (Sender)
4. ID (Sender)
5. Nickname (Receiver)
6. ID (Receiver)
7. Message
8. Embedded Image (URL)
1. The index is not stored in GigaTribe chathistories and is added just for conveniencepurposes
2. The date when the message was received/sent in UTC.
3. Nickname of the participant who sent the message or image.
4. GigaTribe-ID of the participant who sent the message or image.
5. Nickname of the participant who received the message or image.
6. GigaTribe-ID of the participant who received the message or image.
7. Messagetext. This can also be image when an image was shown during the chat.
A thumbnail of the image is stored in the GigaTribe resources-directory.
8. Adress and filename of the stored thumbnail sent during a conversation. This can
also be a so-called emoticon which is stored in the smileys-directory of GigaTribe.
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IM-Evaluation Explained: ooVoo

When evaluating ooVoo chat-histories (ChatHistory.db) the following, internally stored,
information is displayed:
1. Index
2. Message-ID
3. Date, Time (UTC)
4. Nickname (Sender)
5. Nickname (Receiver)
6. Message
1. The index is not stored in ooVoo chathistories and is added just for conveniencepurposes
2. Internally stored message-ID.
3. The date and time when the message was received/sent in UTC.
4. Nickname of the participant who sent the message.
5. Nickname of the participant who received the message.
6. Messagetext.
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IM-Evaluation Explained: mail.ru (mra.dbs)

When evaluating mail.ru chat-histories (mra.dbs only!) the following, internally stored,
information is displayed:
1. Index
2. Sender (Nickname)
3. Sender (E-Mail)
4. Date
5. Message
1. The index is not stored in mail.ru chathistories and is added just for conveniencepurposes
2. Nickname of the sender. If this equals to the account-owner the message was received, otherwise it was sent.
3. E-mail of the sender. If this equals to the account-owner the message was received,
otherwise it was sent.
4. Date the message was sent or received in UTC.
5. Messagetext.
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WebDisks-Evaluation Explained: Dropbox

When evaluating Dropbox filejournals (filecache.db) the following, internally stored, information is displayed:
1. Index
2. Filejournal-ID
3. Server Path
4. Parent Path
5. Extra Pending Details
6. Local SJID
7. Local Filename
8. Block-Hash
9. Local Size
10. Local MTime
11. Local CTime
12. Local Dirs
13. Local Attributes
14. Updated SJID
15. Updated Filename
16. Updated Block-Hash
17. Updated Size
18. Updated MTime
19. Updated Dirs
20. Updated Attributes
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1. The index is not stored in the Dropbox filejournal and is added just for conveniencepurposes
2. The filejournal-id is an internal file-id.
3. Storage-path on the server. The number in front of the path is the namespace which
identifies a user.
4. Parent-path of 3.
5. At present unknown what kind of details are stored.
6. Most probably some sort of file-id.
7. Filename in case of a file, directory-name in case of a directory.
8. Block-hash. Dropbox stores a SHA-256 hash for every 4 MB of a file. PeerLab
extracts the first of these hashes.
9. Filesize.
10. Modification-time.
11. Creation-time.
12. 0 for a file, 1 for a directory.
13. At present unknown what kind of attributes these are.
14. Most probably some sort of (updated) file-id.
15. Updated filename
16. Updated block-hash.
17. Updated size.
18. Updated modification-time.
19. 0 if the directory was not updated, 1 if it was updated.
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20. At present unknown what kind of attributes these are.
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WebDisks-Evaluation Explained: Google Drive

When evaluating Google Drive (snapshot.db) the following, internally stored, information
is displayed:
1. Index
2. Filename
3. Checksum (MD5)
4. Size
5. URL
6. Shared (cloud)
7. Created (cloud UTC)
8. Modified (cloud UTC)
9. Modified (local UTC)
1. The index is not stored in snapshot.db and is added just for convenience-purposes
2. Filename
3. MD5-checksum
4. Filesize
5. URL which can be used to access the file.
6. Sharing-status of the file. If it is shared it can be accessed using the URL without the need of any login-information.
7. Date the file was created in the cloud (stored in UTC). If a file was just synchronized to the cloud there is no date-information.
8. Date the file was modified in the cloud. The date is initialized with the modificationdate of the local file (stored in UTC).
9. Modification-date of the lokal file (stored in UTC).
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Additionally PeerLab extracts information from sync config.db. These are as follows:
1. Highest App-Version
2. Cloud-Docs Feed Mode
3. Local Sync Root Path
4. User E-Mail
5. Selective-Sync
6. Selective Sync Folders
1. Highest (most recent) version of Google Drive used. This is naturally also the current
version installed locally.
2. If the feed-mode is enabled all Google Docs-files that are created in the cloud are
synchronized with the local computer.
3. Local Google Drive-folder (root)
4. Email-address (login-name) of the Google Drive user
5. If selective sync is enabled only selected folders are synchronized.
6. Selected folders that are synchronized.
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Note Concerning Deleted Files in Google Drive

When deleting an already synchronized file locally the file is not deleted in the cloud but
just move to the folder ’Bin’. If a suspect deletes his files locally he might be not aware
of the fact that these files are not really deleted. Unfortunately Google Drive does not
keep track of locally deleted files. It might be possible to extract fragments from the local
databases but the best method would be to look in the Google Drive-account if there are
files in the bin (if allowed!).
This will also happen if you install Google Drive to a new computer. The software thinks
you are going to synchronize an empty folder and moves all files in the cloud to the binfolder. If this happens just select all files in the bin and recover them. Afterwards the
files are synchronized from the cloud to the local Google Drive folder. IMHO this is a
design-flaw as many people might think their files are gone forever.

Supported Applications

7.1

PeerLab P2P-Investigator

PeerLab is able to evaluate the following P2P-databases:
 eMule (known.met)
 Kazaa (data256.dbb, data1024.dbb)
 Google Hello (*.chatlog, *.filmstrip)
 Bittorrent (*.torrent)
 LimeWire (library.dat, library5.dat, fileurns.cache)
 Shareaza (library1.dat / library2.dat)

7.2

PeerLab IM-Investigator

PeerLab is able to evaluate the following IM-databases:
 ICQ (messages.mdb, messages.qdb)
 Gadu-Gadu (Archive.db)
 GigaTribe (chathistory*.dat)
 Skype (main.db)
 ooVoo (Chathistory.db)
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PeerLab WebDisks-Investigator

PeerLab is able to evaluate the following WebDisks-databases:
 Dropbox (filejournal.db, config.db)
 Google Drive (snapshot.db, sync config.db)
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The PeerLab-Scanner

PeerLab is able to detect the following applications (P2P-applications, Instant Messaging, Usenet-clients, WebDisks):

P2P (415 applications in 5820 versions)
2Peer, AA File Share, ABC, Addax, aimini P2P software, Aimster, AirDC++, Alliance,
aMule, Anomos, ANts P2P, Anubis P2P, ApexDC++, appleJuice, Arctic Torrent, Ares
Destiny, Ares Galaxy, Ares Galaxy Download Client, Ares Galaxy Lite, Ares Galaxy Professional, Ares Gold, Ares Plus, Ares Torrent Downloader, Aria2, Artemis, AudioGalaxy
Rhapsody, AudioGalaxy Satellite, audioGnome, AXEPTool, Azureus, Backup and Share
Desktop, BadBlue PE, baretorrent, BearFlix, BearShare, BearShare Gold, BearShare
Lite, BearShare MP3, BearShare MP3 Downloader, BearShare Music, BearShare Premium P2P, BearShare Professional, BearShare Test, BearShare Turbo, Binfer, Bit Che,
Bit Fire, BitAnarch, BitBeamer, BitBuddy, Bitcasa, BitComet, BitComet Turbo, BitHit,
BitHost, Bitlord, BitRope P2P, BitRope Sharing, BitRope Torrents, bitShare, BitSpirit,
BitThief, BitTornado, BitTorrent, BitTorrent MP3, BitTorrent PRO, BitTorrent++, BitTyrant, BitZilla, BLAckFLAg, Blitzi Bitcollider, Blubster, BTGetit, Burst Plus!, Burst!,
Cabos, Capster, Chinafinder, CitrixWire, Cosmo P2P, CouchPotato, Crux P2P, CuteMX,
CZDC, dbgo, DC++, Deepnet Explorer, Dehinter, Deluge, DexterWire, Diet Kazaa,
Direct Connect, DreaMule, eAnt, Easy File Sharing Web Server, easyMule, EasyTorrent, eBit Personal, eChanblard, eDonkey Plus, eDonkey2000, eFileGo, EiskaltDC++,
Emerald P2P, Emscher, eMule, eMule AdunanzA, eMule Applejuice, eMule eF-Mod,
eMule Espana Mod, eMule File Swap, eMule Future, eMule hebMule, eMule iONiX,
eMule Lite, eMule Magic Angel, eMule Morph Most Wanted, eMule MorphXT, eMule
Pawcio, eMule PhoeniX, eMule Plus, eMule ScarAngel, eMule SharkX, eMule Sivka,
eMule Titandonkey, eMule TK4 Mod, eMule Vista Edition, eMule X Mod, emule X-Ray,
eMule Xtreme Mod, eMule+Ultra, emule2rt, eMuleFuture, Enhanced CTorrent, Entertainment World Downloads, Envy, Epicea, eXeem Lite, ExoSee, Fast Torrent, File Bus,
File Sharing Wizard, Filenavigator, FilePipe P2P, FileRogue, FileSeeker, FileShare, Filetopia, FiletopiaFX, Flash! Torrent, Flylink DC++, FolderShare, Freenet, Frost, FrostWire, FunToosh, Furthur, G3 Torrent, Gazzera, GigaTribe, Gimme P2P, Gnotella, Gnucleus, GnucleusLAN, Gnuminous, GNUnet, Gnutella, Gnutella Turbo, GnutellaWire,
Google Hello, GreedyTorrent, Grouper, Gullishare, Halite, Hamachi, Hermes, Hot MP3
Downloader, Hybrid Share, Hydranode, i2p, I2Phex, iKiwi, iMesh, iMesh Light, iMesh
MP3 Downloader, Imesh PRO, Imesh Turbo, iMP3Tunes, Java Open Direct Connect,
JavaABC, jMule, JPartialDownloader, K-Lite, K-LitePro, Kazaa, Kazaa Light Resurrection, Kazaa Lite, Kazaa Lite Revolution, Kazaa Media Desktop, KCeasy, KCeasy
Portable, Kdrive, KiBi-Share, kMule, Koala DC, Kommute, Konspire, KosmoSol Dis-
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tributed Desktop Search, LDC++, LeechCraft, LemonWire, LH-ABC, Libox, LimeSharePro, LimeWire, LimeWire Download Client, LimeWire MP3, LimeWire Music,
LimeWire PRO, LimeWire Turbo, LittleShot, lopster, Lphant, LuckyWire, Luke, Mammoth, Manolito, Mastermax, Media Move, Memeo Share, MetaDonkey, Meteor Share,
MFC MUTE, Minitasking, MLDonkey, Moonlight Torrent, MooPolice, MoorHunt, Morpheus, Morpheus Games Downloader, Morpheus Music, Morpheus Premium, Morpheus
Professional, Movie Torrent, MP3 Rocket, MP3 Wolf, MP3Torpedo, MUTE, MuWire,
My Kazaa Gold, myNapster, myTunes Redux, Nakido Flag, Napigator, Napshare, Napster, NetShare, NetXfer, Newtella, Nodezilla Agent, Nova, Nova Torrent, oDC, Offload,
OneSwarm, Open Direct Connect, OpenOasis, Opera Unite, Osiris, Overnet, OvernetClc, P2P Posse, P2P Rocket, P2P Share Spy, p300, Pando, Parrot BitTorrent Client,
Peer2Mail, PeerAware, PeerFolders, Peerguardian, PeerProject, PeerWeb DC++, Perfect Dark, Phex, Phosphor, PicoTorrent, Piolet, Pixvillage, PPStream, Project Neon,
PTC, Pulsarr, Pump, qBittorrent, QNext, RainKaZaA, Rapid Connect, Rapidme, Rapigator, Remobo, Retroshare, RevConnect, RocketTorrents, Rodi, Rootnode Live Music
Network, RShare, RSX++, Ruby P2P Outbreak, Rufus, SababaDC, Sapphire P2P Rush,
Schnap, Scour Exchange, Share, Shareaza, Shareaza Lite, Shareaza Pro, ShareazaPlus,
ShareDix, ShareGhost, ShareIT, Sharest, Sharetastic, Sharezilla, Sharin’Hood, sharkTorrent, Shifty, SimpleBT, SimpleBT (BitComet), SkyDownloader, Skyshare Manager,
SmVDC++, SockeToome, SoMud, Sonarr, SongSpy XE, Sopcast, Soulseek, SoulSeekQt,
Sour Exchange, Speedy P2P Movie Finder, Spinfrenzy Xchange, SpinXpress2, StarMule,
Stealthnet, Steganos Secure Filesharing, StrongDC++, StulleMule, Suicide, Sumi, SunshineUN, Super MP3 Download, Swapper.NET, Swaptor, Taifun File Share, Tappin,
TekNap, The Owner Free File System, Tirminal, Tis Another Newtella Klient, Tixati,
Toadnode, TopBT, TorenKey, Torrent Captor, Torrent Episode Downloader, Torrent
Monster, Torrent Search, Torrent Search Expert, Torrent Searcher SA, Torrent Swapper,
Torrent Torque, Torrentmonster, TorrenTopia, TorrentRover, Transmission-Qt, Tribler,
Trilix, Trust Files Pro, Trusty Files, TruxShare, TurboBT, TurboWire, Urlin.net, uTorrent, VeryCD easyMule, VidMasta, VIP-Torrent, Vuze, Vuze Leap, Waste, WebTorrent,
windroplr, WinMX, WinMX MP3, WinMX Music, Winny, WinZO, WiPeer, WireShare,
WWW File Share Pro, XanTorrent, XBT Client, XCaramba, xmule2 ui web, xmule2 ui
wx, Xnap, XoLoX, Yaga Share, Yo!NK, zButterfly, zK++, ZPoC, Zultrax P2P

Instant Messaging (197 applications in 3296 versions)
&RQ, , AChat, adiIRC, Akeni Messenger (Jabber Edition), Alibaba Trademanager,
aMSN, AnyDesk, AOL Instant Messenger, AYTTM, BeeBEEP, BigAnt Messenger, BINGOOO, Bitmessage, BitTorrent Bleep, BitWise, Bopup Messenger, BRAVIS Galaxee
4free, Brosix Messenger, Buddy2Buddy, Buzz IM, cacaoweb, Camcolada, Camfrog, ChatFlow, ChatON Alarm, Chit Chat for Facebook, Citron IM, climm, Cliq, Coccinella, Col-
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lanos Workplace, CommFort Client, Complete Messenger, Conferendo, CoolMessenger
2009 Client, CSpace, Dell Video Chat, Digsby, Discord, Dixipe, DKMessenger, Easy
Message, Ekiga, emesene, Exodus, Eyeball Chat, Facebook Messenger, Facebook Messenger (inofficial), FIMTalk, Flashdeli, Franz, FREO, Frizzby, fTalk, G0ChatClient,
Gadu-Gadu, Gaim, GameChat Messenger, Gamers Own Instant Messenger, GatherTalk,
GetInstant.info, Gizmo Project, Gizmo5, glChat, Globe7, GMX MultiMessenger, goober
Messenger, Google Talk, HLSW, ICQ, ICQ Lite, Icu2, IM2, IM2001, imeem, ImGiant,
IMVU Avatar Chat Software, inSpeak, Instan-t, Instantbird, IntraMessenger, iOL Messenger, J.I.M, Jabber Messenger, Jabbin, Jandi, Jitsi, JoPop, Jostejoogar Instant Messenger, Kadu, KakaoTalk, KooKaDoo, LAN Messenger, LanToucher Messenger, Lifesize, Line, Loober, Lotus Sametime, Mail.ru Agent, Marvin Jabber Client, Mattermost
Desktop, Microsoft SharedView, miniaim, MiPhone, Mirador Instant Messenger, Miranda IM, Miranda ME, MirandaFusion, MirandaX 4 Gamers, mIRC, MSN Messenger, Mumble, MySpaceIM, Naevisu Facebook IM, Nimbuzz, Omega Messenger, ooVoo,
OpenICQ, OpenTalk, Ovisoft Messenger, Palringo, Paltalk Messenger, Pandion, Pidgin, PowWow, Psi, Psi+, QIP 2005, QIP 2010, QIP 2012, QIP Infium, Qnext, QQ International, QuteCom, qutIM, RaidCall, Raketu, Revelution Messenger, Rocket.Chat,
Ryver, S-IMessenger, Sada Messenger, SideWinder Game Voice Share, Signal, sim, Sipear, Skype, Smooch, Sonork Messenger, SourceTec Messenger, SpeedyMSN, SunnyMedia Client, Swapper, T-Online Messenger, tavmsn, TeamSpeak 2, TeamSpeak 3 Client,
TeamTalk, TeamTalk 4, TeamTalk 5, TeamViewer, Telegram for Desktop, TerraIM,
Threema, TorChat, Trillian, Trillian Astra Pro, TryFast Messenger, TUMessenger, UrduLink Messenger, Ventrilo, VentriloPro, Viber, Vovox, Vypress Chat, Vypress Messenger, VZOchat, WEB.DE MultiMessenger, WeChat, WengoPhone, WhatApp Client (inofficial), WhatsApp, Windows Live Messenger, Windows Messenger, Windows NetMeeting,
WinSent Messenger, Wippien, World of Chat Messenger, WuWu, Xfire, XIMA, XSmessenger, Yahoo Messenger, ysmICQ, Zone Video Chat, Zoom Cloud Meetings, ZooskMessenger

Usenet (75 applications in 448 versions)
40tude Dialog, aEton CommunicaEtor, aEton Usenet Wizard, Alphaload Software, alt.
binz, Amipic ShareMaster, Android Newsgroup Downloader, Another File, ASP1-A3,
AutoPix, Bin Jet, Binary Boy, Binary News Reader, Binary News Reaper, BinaryVortex,
BinBot, BinTube Usenet Reader, BinTube Usenet Reader Pro, Binverse, DreamLoad,
Express NewsPictures, FastNZB, Forte Agent, FreeXP, g3NewsIT, GEEMANs UseNet
Browser, GrabIt, Gravity, HelloNzb, iLoad, JBinUp, MesNews, Mister Pix II, MP3
Grouppie, News File Grabber, News Rover, NewsBin Pro, Newsflash, Newsgroup Commander Pro, Newsgroups Picture Downloader, NewsLeecher, NewsMan Pro, NewsPro,
NewsReactor, NewsShark, NewsSIEVE, NewzCrawler, nget, ngetlite, NitroNews, Nowo-
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ryta News Reader, NZB, NZBGet, nzbgui, Ozum, Pan, Picture Patrol XP, Power Post
A&A, SABnzbd, SBNews, slrn, Sophax, Sponge, Super News Reader, SuperNZB, Surfino
Newsreader, Sylpheed, TLNews Newsreader, UltraLeecher, Usenet Explorer, Usenet.nl,
UseNeXT, XanaNews, Xnews, XPN

WebDisks (90 applications in 478 versions)
1 & 1 Office-Drive Manager, 4shared Desktop, 4Sync, Amazon Cloud Drive, ASUS
Webstorage, Back2Cloud, Backblaze, BackUPMAX, BaiduNetdisk, Bitcasa, BitTorrent
Sync, BitWay Online Backup, Box Sync, BuddyBackup, BullGuard Backup, Carbonite
Backup, CloudBerry Explorer for Amazon S3, CloudBerry Online Backup, CloudBerry S3
Explorer PRO, CloudDrive, Cloudee Uploader, COMPUTERBILD Cloud, Copy, CrashPlan, cubby, CX, Diino, DragonDisk, DriveHQ FileManager, DriveHQ Online Backup,
DriveOnWeb, Dropbox, eDisk, ElephantDrive Desktop, FilePC, FluffyApp, g2Peer, GDocsDrive, Genie Online Backup, Gladinet Cloud Desktop, GMailFS, Google Drive,
HTB Remote Backup, hubiC, humyo.de SmartDrive, iCloud, IDrive, IDriveSync, iFolder,
Jottacloud, Jungle Disk Desktop, LiveDrive, MailDrop, MEGA, Memopal, Microsoft
Onedrive, Microsoft Skydrive, Minus Desktop, Mozy, MyPC Backup, Nomadesk, Novell
iFolder, OpenDrive, ownCloud Client, pCloud Drive, PowerFolder, RaiDrive, RapidDrive,
Resilio Sync, SafeCopy, SkyBackups, SOS Online Backup, South River WebDrive, Spideroak, SquirrelSave, STRATO HiDrive, SugarSync, Super Flexible File Synchronizer,
synables desktop SE, TeamDrive, Telekom Mediencenter, TornadoDrive, Trend Micro
SafeSync, TrueShare, UpdateStar Online Backup, Vembu StoreGrid Backup Software,
WEB.DE SmartDrive Manager, Windows Live Sync, Wuala, zuuMedia SmartDrive

Version-History

8

v3.44 (30.06.2022)
 changed: internal parsing of file-systems

v3.43 (29.05.2022)
PeerLab-database update (4 new applications, 42 new application hash-values)
 Instant Messaging (4): Threema, VentriloPro, Vypress Chat, Vypress Messenger

v3.42 (30.04.2022)
 changed: minor changes, huge changes in the making!

v3.41 (31.03.2022)
 changed: framework + minor changes

v3.40 (27.02.2022)
 changed: scanner updated
 added: icons for database-wizards

v3.30 (31.01.2022)
Scanner completely reworked!
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v3.24 (27.12.2021)
PeerLab-database update (4 new applications, 214 new application hash-values)
 Instant Messaging (1): Bitmessage
 P2P (2): Super MP3 Download, WireShare
 Usenet-Clients (1): NitroNews

v3.23 (09.11.2021)
PeerLab-database update (2 new applications, 160 new application hash-values)
 Instant Messaging (2): Conferendo, Signal

v3.22 (24.10.2021)
PeerLab-database update (172 new application hash-values)

v3.21 (28.09.2021)
PeerLab-database update (3 new applications, 45 new application hash-values)
 P2P (2): VidMasta, PPStream
 Instant Messaging (1): Jandi

v3.20 (22.08.2021)
 changed: terminology Webdisks changed to Cloud
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 added: metadata-folder for new cases

v3.10 (13.07.2021)
 added: new splash-screen
 enhanced: displaying of current progress while scanning
 enhanced: information displayed in log-file (PeerLab.msg)
 changed: EULA displayed as topmost window
 fixed: case-properties fields were not updated correctly

PeerLab-database update (14 new applications, 1134 new application hash-values)
 P2P (4): simpleBT (Bitcomet), Binfer, eMule Magic Angel, emule X-Ray
 Instant Messaging (8): cliq, cacaoweb, Franz, Lifesize, Palringo, emesene, Ryver,
Psi+
 Cloud (2): RaiDrive, BaiduNetDisk

v3.02 (29.06.2021)
 fixed: case-data fields were not updated correctly

PeerLab-database update (2 new applications, 29 new application hash-values)
 P2P (1): FiletopiaFX
 WebDisks (1): pCloud Drive
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v3.01 (23.05.2021)
 added: PeerLab-GUI in Greek
 added: PeerLab-GUI in Swedish
 fixed: some texts and spellings

v3.00 (19.04.2021)
 changed: scanner improved massively: faster, more stable, more accurate
 changed: messages will be moved to PeerLab.msg.old when there are more than
1000 messages
 changed: dupes of found databases are now added to PeerLab-casefile by default
 added: balloontips display which evidence is currently being processed
 fixed: display-bug when false-positives were detected
 fixed: under certain conditions the filesize was displayed as zero byte
 fixed: size-limit for adding sources
 fixed: percentage was not always shown correctly while extracting MFT-entries

v2.91 (27.03.2021)
 added: PeerLab-GUI in Dutch
 added: PeerLab-GUI in Polish

v2.90 (27.02.2021)
 added: PeerLab-GUI in Italian
 added: PeerLab-GUI in Russian
 added: PeerLab-GUI in Spanish
 added: PeerLab-GUI in French
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 changed: GUI (different icons and various changes)
 changed: PeerLab requires administrator-rights by default
 added: folder with evidence-items can be selected
 improved: progress for $MFT-extraction is now displayed as percentage
 fixed: some translations (ooVoo-wizard, etc.)
 fixed: PeerLab sometimes crashed when approx. 1 million files were scanned
 fixed: switching tabs does not resize to default resolution anymore
 fixed: full path is added again during MFT scan
 fixed: restarting after shutdown sometimes hanged

PeerLab-database update (26 new applications, 1884 new application hash-values)
 P2P (7): baretorrent, EiskaltDC++, Envy, Hot MP3 Downloader, iKiwi, kMule,
PeerProject
 Instant Messaging (18): adiIRC, AnyDesk, BeeBEEP, Coccinella, Discord, G0ChatClient,
Kadu, Kakaotalk, LAN Messenger, Line, Mattermost Desktop, mIRC, TeamViewer,
Telegram for Desktop, Rocket.Chat, WhatsApp, WeChat, Zoom Cloud Meetings
 Webdisks (1): Resilio Sync

v2.80 (16.01.2021)
 added: notice-dialog after installation of imdisk
 added: progress-bar while scanning
 added: paths are displayed while logical scan
 improved: deep search reliability
 improved: mounting of e01-images more resilient
 improved: user-interface optimized
 improved: displaying of scanner-results optimized
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 changed: image-scanning button enabled by default
 changed: various labels
 changed: help-button moved to miscellaneous-tab
 changed: deep search moved to case-properties
 fixed: network-drives without physical access can be scanned correctly
 fixed: adding a drive-letter as scan-folder performs a logical scan now
 fixed: display-bug when scrolling displayed update-information
 fixed: amount of found applications and databases were not always displayed
 fixed: scanner displayed entries multiple times under certain circumstances
 removed: debug-message was displayed in demo-version while checking for a new
version

v2.70 (27.12.2020)
 added: program and installer are digitally signed now
 changed: various labels changed
 fixed: missing labels when switching languages
 fixed: display-bug in file-choosing dialogs

v2.60 (28.11.2020)
 fixed: flickering of GUI reduced
 fixed: eMule evaluation displayed an error-message is there was no last shared date
 changed: GUI can be maximized
 changed: GUI is not a topmost window anymore
 changed: new installer
 changed: installation to the program files folder by default
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v2.50 (31.10.2020)
 added: evaluation of mail.ru-databases (mra.dbs)

v2.40 (20.09.2020)
 changed: GUI completely changed (optically)

v2.30 (30.08.2020)
 fixed: No need to install redistributable packs anymore
 fixed: ICQ mdb-databases (Access) can be evaluated again

v2.21 (30.07.2020)
 updated: internal libraries updated - PeerLab should run more reliable now

v2.20 (13.06.2020)
 changed: PeerLab is now x64 only
 changed: PeerLab does not require elevated privileges by default. Elevated is offered
on demand.
 changed: new Kuiper Forensics-logo is used in PeerLab

v2.10 (28.10.2019)
 enhanced: scanner parses NTFS-filesystem - huge increase of speed!
 added: last shared-date added to emule-evaluation
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v2.04 (31.07.2017)
 fixed: mounting of images

v2.03 (30.05.2017)
 changed: logos and icons

v2.02 (25.04.2017)
 changed: support for Windows XP dropped
 updated: SQLite 3.8.1 to 3.17.0
 updated: enclosed PeerLab documentation
 updated: 26 new application hash-values

v2.01 (06.09.2016)
 fixed: settings-dialogue would crash without ImDisk installed

v2.00 (19.06.2016)
 enhanced: scanner (adding found files to case-database) speeded up a lot
 enhanced: mounting of images more reliable
 enhanced: mounting of images a lot faster
 enhanced: dismounting of scanned images speeded up a lot
 enhanced: license-reminder dialog changed
 changed: case-management changed completely. Everything is stored in .pldb-files
(SQLite-format)
 changed: libewf (3.4.2016)
 changed: the case-name is not editable anymore
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 changed: found files are not displayed in caps anoymore
 added: a crash-reporting tool and crash-handler (improves stability of PeerLab)
 adeed: peerlab can be restarted after crashing
 added: pdf-documents can be opened directly after creation
 added: PeerLab is now bundled with a PDF-viewer which enables to open generated
reports and read the instructions-manual
 added: PeerLab documentation is shipped with peerlab and can be started using
the help“-button
”
 added: help-button in main-dialog which opens the PDF-manual
 fixed: text-label (version-information)
 fixed: database-contents did not display correct amount of known versions
 fixed: some charaters of oovoo messages were displayed in wrong encoding
 fixed: as above for Limewire, Dropbox, GaduGadu (archives.dat)
 fixed: Bitorrent-filedialog displayed *.met instead of *.torrent
 fixed: file-selector for GaduGadu displayed archives.db instead of archive.db (using
*.* still worked of course)
 fixed: file-selector sometimes displayed only *.* instead of the file-type (e.g. *.met)
 fixed: labels in Emule-report were partly wrong
 fixed: organisation and address were not saved when changed in the config-dialog
 fixed: empty messages-tab was not displayed properly
 fixed: freezing of PeerLab when e01-images were imcomplete (missing volumes etc.)
 fixed: not supported file-systems in e01-images could lead PeerLab to freeze
 fixed: dd-images without mbr are now scanned correctly

v1.95 (14.12.2015)
 added: generation of reports in PDF-format
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 updated: ImDisk updated to version 2.0.6
 fixed: configuration-dialogue of PeerLab crashed when no ImDisk was installed
 removed: support for Windows XP dropped
 changed: exporting of reports also possible in demo-version (limited to 20 entries)

v1.90 (08.06.2015)
 added: batch-processing for GigaTribe-chats
 added: check for other running instance of PeerLab
 enhanced: scanner speeded up a lot (more than twice as fast on average)
 enhanced: result-windows (scanner) are sortable by clicking the column-header
 changed: messages-window displays newest event as highest entry
 changed: colours in results-window (alternating in blue)
 changed: labels changed from 2014 to 2015
 fixed: wrong dialog was displayed for torrent batch-processing
 fixed: when generating a report the organization was not checked by default
 fixed: license-reminder reminded a day too early for license-extension

PeerLab-database update (38 new applications, 206 new application hash-values)
 P2P (5): Backup and Share Desktop, GreedyTorrent, Hermes, iMesh MP3 Downloader, Media Move
 Instant Messaging (22): CommFort Client, CoolMessenger 2009 Client, Ekiga,
FREO, Frizzby, fTalk, GatherTalk, Gizmo Project, glChat, IM2001, imeem, inSpeak, iOL Messenger, LanToucher Messenger, Mirador Instant Messenger, MirandaX 4 amers, Omega Messenger, Ovisoft Messenger, Revelution Messenger, Sonork
Messenger, TeamSpeak 2, TeamTalk 4 Client
 WebDisks (11): BitTorrent Sync, CloudBerry Explorer for Amazon S3, CloudBerry
S3 Explorer PRO, Cloudee Uploader, CrashPlan, DragonDisk, Jottacloud, MEGA,
Microsoft Onedrive, Minus Desktop, RapidDrive
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v1.80 (30.09.2014)
 enhanced: adding image-files is now possible via multi-select
 enhanced: amount of found applications and databases is always displayed (even
for 0)
 enhanced: analysed databases are sorted by index by default
 changed: messages are now called events
 changed: config-tab changed from updates“ to updates+license“
”
”
 changed: demo-limitation for Shareaza (now limited to 20 entries like other databases)
 changed: in the examination-wizards the button examine“ was changed to start
”
”
process“
 added: support for multiple lic-files
 updated: imdisk updated to 1.8.0
 fixed: some labels in application changed from 2013 to 2014
 fixed: under certain circumstances ed2k-hashes could be wrong for huge files
 fixed: copying data to clipboard could lead to PeerLab to crash
 fixed: when overwriting a case also the case-database is now overwritten.
 fixed: labels in results-windows were sometimes not reset straight away
 fixed: demo-notice was not completely readable in PeerLab demo
 fixed: wrong label in limewire-wizard displayed library5.dat instead of fileurns.cache
 fixed: PeerLab-installer now fully compatible with Windows 8

PeerLab-database update (3 new applications, 7 new application hash-values)I
 P2P (1): Skyshare Manager
 Instant Messaging (1): BitTorrent Bleep
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 WebDisks (1): hubiC

v1.71 (16.02.2014)
 fixed: the About PeerLab“ crashed when running PeerLab with dongle and license”
file
 fixed: label-error in sources-dialog
 fixed: when creating hashsets writing of hashes failed
 fixed: when scanning local drives there would be a wrong entry in PeerLab.msg

v1.70 (27.12.2013)
 added: filesystem-check for scanned drives (not only in images)
 added: displaying of amount of selected sources
 enhanced: selection of sources in sources-tab
 enhanced: results-boxes (scanner) has rasters and the position can be dragged and
dropped
 enhanced: all evaluation-windows have rasters for better reading
 enhanced: date + time for various events added to PeerLab-messages
 enhanced: config-dialog checks for installed version of imdisk and displays it
 updated: sqlite to 3.8.1
 updated: Imdisk to 1.7.6
 updated: libewf to libewf-experimental-20130331
 updated: ibharu to 2.3.0RC2 (downloaded 29.11.2013)
 fixed: url-cache for versioninformation cleared before checking for new versions
 fixed: hash-values were sometimes not displayed (since v1.60)
 fixed: sources in the sources-window are displayed correctly (not truncated)
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 fixed: amount of files in known.met displayed correctly
 fixed: label for report-generation was updated
 fixed: gadugadu archive.db and archives.dat could not always be evaluated
 fixed: errors could occur when batch-processing torrents to a root-folder (eg. c:\)
 fixed: some blockhashes were sometimes not calculated correctly
 fixed: evaluating more than 1 sqlite-db (google drive, dropbox) at a time from the
case-file did not always work
 fixed: evaluating both limewire-dbs from case-file would result in ’invalid argument’
 fixed: resetting of an applied word-filter for torrent-files did not work
 fixed: evaluating 2 sqlite-dbs after eachother without close could result in a crash

PeerLab-database update (7 new applications, 84 new application hash-values)
 P2P (1): Shareaza Pro
 Instant Messaging (2): Facebook Messenger (inofficial), Naevisu Facebook IM
 WebDisks (4): 4shared Desktop, COMPUTERBILD Cloud, Copy, FluffyApp

v1.61 (13.10.2013)
 fixed: update-checker sometimes read date from dongle and not license-file
 enhanced: list of sources is now scrollable (for long path-names)
 fixed: peerlab could crash on non-ascii casenames while scanning

PeerLab-database update (8 new applications, 24 new application hash-values)
 Instant Messaging (2): GetInstant.info, Sada Messenger
 P2P (4): Bitcasa, Rootnode Live Music Network, Sharezilla, Urlin.net
 Usenet-Clients (2): Super News Reader, SuperNZB
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v1.60 (14.07.2013)
 added: PeerLab now uses SQLite as case-database to store found files
 added: mounted images are checked for an interpretable filesystem
 bugfix: unicode nicknames are displayed correctly in non-batch mode
 bugfix: unicode nicknames in icq-wizard (messages.qdb)
 bugfix: kazaa filesizes displayed sometimes incorrectly
 bugfix: gigatribe times were not always accurately calculated
 bugfix: icon-flickerung removed (when creating a case)
 added: user-switching in display-dialog for icq
 added: user-switching in display-dialog for gadu-gadu
 added: user-switching in display-dialog for skype
 added: user-switching in display-dialog for oovoo
 bugfix: in English version a label was not displayed correctly with eMule
 bugfix: when using an old version too much update-information was displayed
 bugfix: label and display-bug in limewire-results
 bugfix: hashing of files in image (e01, dd) works correctly now
 enhanced: hashset-matching speeded up a lot for shareaza and limewire
 bugfix: not accessible directories were sometimes not written to PeerLab.msg
 added: new tab in config-dialog audio“
”
 added: audio-sounds for notification and errors (see dialog)
 bugfix: reset messages button was sometimes disabled until restart
 added: batch-mode for skype, icq
 enhanced: batch-mode for bittorrent
 fix: some labels were displayed in English when choosing the German user-interface
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v1.50 (22.02.2013)
 whole project switched to Visual Studio 2012
 SQlite-library updated to 3.7.14.1
 Libewf updated to 20120813
 ImDisk updated to 1.6.0
 ZLib updated to 1.2.7
 libHaru updated to 2.1.0
 added: version-information is displayed as windowtext
 fixed: updatecheck fixed for demoversion
 enhanced: checking for internet-connectivity (faster startup!)
 bugfix: sources are resetted when closing the case
 bugfix: in batch-mode (messages.qdb) some characters had wrong formatting
 added: progress-dialog for icq batch-processing

PeerLab-database update (8 new applications, 24 new application hash-values)
 Instant Messaging (2): GetInstant.info, Sada Messenger
 P2P (4): Bitcasa, Rootnode Live Music Network, Sharezilla, Urlin.net
 Usenet-Clients (2): Super News Reader, SuperNZB

v1.44 (12.11.2012)
PeerLab-database update (10 new applications, 79 new application hash-values)
 Instant Messaging (1): GameChat Messneger
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 P2P (2): BearShare MP3, BearShare MP3 Downloader
 WebDisks (7): Box Sync, BuddyBackup, Carbonite Backup, IDrive, MyPC Backup,
ownCloud Client, SquirrelSave

v1.43 (27.08.2012)
 added: evaluation of Google Drive (snapshot.db, sync config.db)

v1.42 (09.07.2012)
 fixed: database cleaned from accidently added files (resulted in false-positives while
scanning)

v1.41 (01.07.2012)
 added: word-filter (textfile or manually entered) for evaluated databases

PeerLab-database update (35 new applications, 311 new application hash-values)
 P2P (8): Ares Plus, BitHost, BitRope Sharing, BitRope Torrents, BitTorrent PRO,
SpinXpress2, TorrentRover, WinMX MP3 Instant Messaging (7): Brosix Messenger,
Buddy2BUddy, ImGiant, J.I.M, Loober, S-IMessenger, Zone Video Chat
 WebDisks (16): 1&1 Office-Drive Manager, 4Sync, Amazon Cloud Drive, Back2Cloud,
BitWay Online Backup, cubby, CX, GDocsDrive, Google Drive, iFolder, Microsoft
Skydrive, OpenDrive, SafeCopy, SkyBackups, Trend Micro SafeSync, zuuMedia
martDrive
 Usenet-Clients (4): Binary News Reader, Binary News Reaper, Ozum, SBNews

v1.40 (23.05.2012)
 added: batch-processing for ICQ-databases
 added: batch-processing for multiple torrent-files
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v1.32 (09.04.2012)
 fixed: Gigatribe date was partly calculated wrongly.
 changed: Gigatribe chat-module completely reworked (a lot more stable)
 fixed: Dropbox-wizard sometimes displayed an error: parameter incorrect
 fixed: some labels were not displayed in the correct language

PeerLab-database update (20 new applications, 67 new application hash-values)
 P2P (4): BitZilla, Morpheus Games Downloader, oDC, Tappin
 Instant Messaging (15): Akeni Messenger (Jabber Edition), Buzz IM, Camcolada, Complete Messenger, Dell Video Chat, Jabber Messenger, Jostejoogar Instant
Messenger, OpenTalk, RaidCall, Sipear, TryFast Messenger, UrduLink Messenger,
World of Chat Messenger, WuWu, XSmessenger
 Usenet Clients (1): Amipic ShareMaster

v1.31 (05.02.2012)
 added: evaluation of ooVoo-chat (ChatHistory.db)

PeerLab-database update (2 new applications, 24 new application hash-values)
 IM (1): Facebook Messenger
 WebDisks (1): Telekom Mediencenter

v1.30 (11.12.2011)
 added: evaluation of DropBox-filejournal (filejournal.db, config.db)
 added: tool for creation of own hashsets, incl. block-hashes
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 fixed: lables in LimeWire-wizard
 fixed: hashset-matching (LimeWire-evaluation)

PeerLab-database update (23 new applications, 80 new application hash-values)
 P2P (5): eMule AdunanzA, Scour Exchange, Speedy P2P Movie Finder, Spinfrenzy
Xchange, Yo!NK
 Instant Messaging (13): BigAnt Messenger, BINGOOO, Bopup Messenger, BRAVIS
Galaxee 4free, ChatFlow, Exodus, Flashdeli, Microsoft SharedView, Miranda ME,
QIP 2012, SideWinder Game Voice Share, TUMessenger, Ventrilo
 Webdisks (5): DriveOnWeb, iCloud, LiveDrive, TeamDrive, UpdateStar Online
Backup

v1.27 (16.10.2011) PeerLab-database update (2 new applications, 89 new application
hash-values)
 Instant Messaging (2): climm, Jitsi

v1.26 (02.10.2011)
 added: ICQ-Chats with Facebook-contacts are now also extracted

v1.25 (25.09.2011)
 fixed: buffer-overflow when evaluating ICQ- or Skype-databases

v1.24 (18.09.2011)
 fixed: PeerLab crashed on some Windows-system when evaluating SQLite-databases
(ICQ, Skype...)
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PeerLab-datbase update (16 new applications in 44 versions)
 P2P (6): BitBeamer, FileRogue, qBittorrent, RShare, Kdrive, Project Neon
 Instant Messaging (6): DKMessenger, KooKaDoo, Eyeball Chat, IM2, SunnyMedia
Client, Mumble
 Webdisks (3): MailDrop, Mozy, IDriveSync
 Usenet (1): Mister Pix II

v1.23 (19.08.2011)
 added: evaluation of Skype-chats (main.db)
 added: evaluation of gadugadu-chats (archives.dat) - including recovering of deleted
messages
 added: Hashsetmatching for Shareaza-libraries (MD5, SHA1, ed2k)
 improved: Shareaza-wizard
 fixed: in v1.22 hashset-matching required uppercase hash-values
 fixed: path and filename of detected usenet-clients were not displayed
 added: known.met-evluation (eMule) displays now also amount of uploaded files
and hashset-matches
 added: mount-messages are displayed in message-box

PeerLab-datbase update (6 new applications in 53 versions)
 Instant Messaging (4): IMVU Avatar Chat Software, Nimbuzz, T-Online Messenger, WEB.DE MultiMessenger
 P2P (2): VeryCD easyMule, windroplr
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v1.22 (25.07.2011)
 improved: hashset-matching also works now with unsorted lists and discards values
of wrong size
 improved: hashset-matching works faster now

v1.21 (04.07.2011)
 fixed: with v1.20 the wizard could not find detected files because of changed paths
(local disk etc.)

v1.20 (19.06.2011)
 added: mounting of disk-images (e01, dd). Requires ImDisk (included).
 added: source of data (image, local disk) is displayed in the scan-results (next to
path)
 added: new config-tab that allows to install ImDisk
 added: support for lic-files when extending a PeerLab-license
 changed: clipboard-text (about-dialog) changed to unicode
 changed: list of known applications (scanner) changed to a scrollable window
 fixed: label in config-dialog
 fixed: statistics were not resetted when appending results
 fixed: under some circumstances sources were not displayed correctly
 fixed: hashset-matching only worked under certain circumstances
 fixed: with certain settings in the config-dialog a temp-file was created

PeerLab-database update (53 new applications in 140 versions)
 Webdisks (4): ASUS Webstorage, CloudDrive, Super Flexible File Synchronizer,
synables desktop SE
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 Usenet (24): aEton CommunicaEtor, aEton Usenet Wizard, Android Newsgroup
Downloader, Another File, AutoPix, Binary Boy, BinaryVortex, BinTube Usenet
Reader Pro, DreamLoad, g3NewsIT, GEEMANs UseNet Browser, HelloNzb, iLoad,
JBinUp, MesNews, MP3 Grouppie, News File Grabber, Newsflash, Newsgroup
Commander Pro, Noworyta News Reader, Sponge, TLNews Newsreader, UltraLeecher, XanaNews
 IM (14): AYTMM, Collanos Workplace, CSpace, FIMTalk, Globe7, HLSW, Nimbuzz, PowWow, QuteCom, Raketu, T-Online Messenger, TeamSpeak 3 Client,
Vovox, WEB.DE MultiMessenger
 P2P (11): BitThief, FileSeeker, Koala DC, Luke, Memeo Share, p300, Shifty, SockeToome, SoMud, Taifun File Share, zButterfly

v1.13 (04.04.2011)
 added: extended version-information will be downloaded in future releases (can be
disabled in the configuration)
 added: paths are now truncated in the middle so one can see that scanning is still
in progress
 added: PeerLab can be minimized to tray by default (for background-jobs)
 changed: the language-tab in the configuration-menu is changed to User-Interface“
”

PeerLab-database update (2 new applications in 38 version)
 Instant Messaging (1): Icu2
 WebDisks (1): Sugarsync

v1.12 (21.02.2011)
 added: evaluation of Gadu-Gadu chat-database Archive.db
 added: ICQ - local username can be changed
 fixed: ICQ - messages are now displayed in unicode
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PeerLab-database update (14 new applications in 34 versions)
 Instant Messaging (14): aMSN, BitWise, Citron IM, Easy Message, Gamers Own
Instant Messenger, Intan-t, IntraMessenger, miniaim, MiPhone, Qnext, Smooch,
SpeedyMSN, Windows Messenger, Windows NetMeeting

v1.11 (16.01.2011)
 added: support for known.met-files from eMule v0.50
 fixed: wrong upload-size displayed for file-transfers larger than 23̂2 byte (approx. 4
GB)

PeerLab-database update (25 new applications in 36 versions)
 Instant Messaging (25): ACHat, Alibaba Trademanager, Digsby, Dixipe, Gizmo5,
GMX MultiMessenger, goober Messenger, Instantbird, JoPop, MirandaFusion, MySpaceIM, ooVoo, Psi, QIP 2005, qutIM, sim, SourceTec Messenger, TeamTalk, TorChat, WengoPhone, Windows Live Messenger, WinSent Messenger, Wippien, Xfire,
ZooskMessenger

v1.10 (22.11.2010)
 added: evaluation of ICQ-database messages.mdb
 added: evaluation of ICQ-database messages.qdb
 added: evaluation of GigaTribe-chat chathistory *.dat
 added: export of database-evaluation to Excel-sheets (.xls)
 fixed: eMule-evaluation could crash on some known.met-files

PeerLab-database update (13 new applications in 96 versions)
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 Instant Messaging (12): Chit Chat for Facebook, Gadu-Gadu, Lotus Sametime,
Mail.ru Agent, Marvin Jabber Client, OpenICQ, Paltalk Messenger, QQ International, tavmsn, Trillian Astra Pro, VZOchat, ysmICQ
 WebDisks (1): STRATO HiDrive

v1.05 (07.11.2010)
 fixed: configuration-dialogue file-paths were not stored correctly
 added: evaluation of Shareaza library1.dat / library2.dat

PeerLab-database update (new category Instant Messaging“: 19 applications in 393 ver”
sions)
 Instant Messaging (19): &RQ, AOL Instant Messenger, Camfrog, Gaim, Google
Talk, ICQ, ICQ Lite, Jabbin, Miranda IM, MSN Messenger, Pandion, Pidgin, QIP
2010, QIP Infinum, Skype, TerraIM, Trillian, XIMA, Yahoo Messenger

v1.04 (09.08.2010)
 completely reworked configuration-dialog
 added: the location of hashsets can be defined in the configuration-dialog
 added: resources-window with possibilty to delete a selected resource
 added: amount of matching hash-values displayed after hashset-matching
 fixed: CSV export-path

PeerLab-database update (77 new applications in 359 versions)
 P2P-applications (76): Ares Destiny, Ares Galaxy Professional, Ares Torrent Downloader, BearShare Music, BearShare Turbo, Bit Che, BitComet Turbo, BitHit, BitRope P2P, bitShare, BitTorrent MP3, BTGetit, CitrixWire, EasyTorrent, eBit Personal, eChanblard, Emerald P2P, Emscher, eMule Future, eMule hebMule, eMule
Pawcio, eMule SharkX, Entertainment World Downloads, File Sharing Wizard,
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FilePipe P2P, Gazzera, Gnutella Turbo, GnutellaWire, K-Lite, K-LitePro, Kazaa
Light Resurrection, KiBi-Share, Kommute, LimeSharePro, LimeWire MP3, LuckyWire, Mastermax, MetaDonkey, Meteor Share, Moonlight Torrent, Morpheus Music, Morpheus Premium, MP3Torpedo, Offload, P2P Posse, P2P Rocket, P2P
Share Spy, PeerFolders, Phosphor, Piolet, RainKaZaA, Rapidme, RocketTorrents,
Ruby P2P Outbreak, Sapphire P2P Rush, ShareDix, ShareGhost, ShareIT, Sharest,
Sharetastic, Sharin’Hood, SimpleBT, SkyDownloader, SmVDC++, StarMule, Stulle
Mule, Swapper.NET, Tirminal, Tixati, Torrent Captor, Torrent Monster, Trilix,
TruxShare, XanTorrent, XCaramba, ZPoC
 WebDisks (1): g2Peer

v1.03 (08.06.2010)
 found databases (e.g. known.met, library.db) can be selected using a pulldownmenu in the database-wizard
 new field added to known.met evaluation: sharing-time (kad posting - last written)
 bug fixed which could cause PeerLab to crash on some torrent-files
 writing of PeerLab-cases speeded up a lot
 button copy to clipboard“ (license-data) added to about-dialog
”
 index-number + filesize added to scanner-results ( Applications“ and Databases...“)
”
”
 hash-values added to scanner-results ( Databases...“)
”
 font changed for the scanner-window so the results are displayed in unicode
 EULA updated
 default export-path for csv-files changed from found database-location to cases-path

PeerLab-database update (34 new applications in 512 versions)
 P2P-applications (30): Anomos, Aria2, Bit Fire, Capster, Cosmo P2P, Dehinter, FunToosh, Gimme P2P, Gnuminous, Gnutella, iMP3Tunes, Java Open Direct
Connect, JavaABC, JPartialDownloader, KosmoSol Distributed Desktop Search,
LeechCraft, MuWire, NetShare, Nova, Open Direct Connect, OpenOasis, Parrot
BitTorrent Client, Rapid Connect, RSX++, Schnap, sharkTorrent, Suicide, Tis
Another Newtella Klient, Torrent Searcher SA, Torrent Torque
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 Usenet-Clients (3): FastNZB, nget, ngetlite
 Webdisk (1): Novell iFolder

v1.02 (07.05.2010)
 fix: miscellaneous files were not resetted (displayed and in plc-file)
 filesizes are not converted anymore (to mb, gb...) -> further processing easier
 new column added to emule-evaluation: amount of network requests
 new column added to emule-evaluation: amount of accepted network requests
 new column added to emule-evaluation: last posting-date (kad-network)
 new field added to emule-evaluation: amount of stored files according to known.met
 new field added to emule-evaluation: amount of files found in known.met (crosschecked with previous value)
 parsing of emule speeded up
 online version-check (can be disabled in config-dialog)

v1.01 (25.04.2010)
 fix: locked files could let PeerLab crash
 new: locked files are shown in the messages-window
 scanner speeded up a lot

v1.00 (21.04.2010)
 initial release
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Third-Party Products

PeerLab uses the following third-party products:
Product

License

Filename

ReHash
CrashRpt
Sumatra PDF
libewf
wkhtmltopdf
ImDisk
MFTDump
OSFMount
Sleuthkit
Sleuthkit
MdbTools
7-Zip

BSD License
CrashRpt-License
GNU General Public License
GNU Lesser General Public License
GNU Lesser General Public License
General License (by Olof Lagerkvist)
Freeware
Free Software
IBM PUBLIC LICENSE VERSION 1.0
Common Public License Version 1.0
GNU Lesser Genereal Public License
GNU Lesser Genereal Public License

BSD.txt
CrashRpt.txt
gpl.txt
lgpl.txt
lgpl.txt
LTR Data.txt
Passmark.txt
IBM-LICENSE.txt
cpl1.0.txt
lgpl.txt
lgpl.txt

The licenses are stored as text-files in the ’LICENSES’-folder.

